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With its ideal size, boosted by a
good image and successful styling,
the Lipari 41 Evolution arrives in
the middle of the financial crisis,
but is already enjoying the signs of
a market revival, notably in
America and Australia.

Text: Philippe Echelle
Photos: Yves Ronzier and P. Echelle

A SENSIBLE, COHERENT CATAMARAN

The Lipari guarantees the succes-
sion to the Lavezzi 40’, which the
canvas bimini and the mainsheet
traveller in the cockpit have
condemned. Just like its predeces-
sor, it opens wide the doors to the
oceans, despite a length nowadays
considered to be modest. It must
be said that the previous period,
with its ambition of pushing the
entry level to 50’ (thanks to the
talents of the architects and buil-
ders, the reliability of electric
winches and navigation aids), had
gone a bit far!  Everyone was able
to observe the extravagant growth
in the average size of cruising cata-
marans.
At 11.95m, the Lipari is positioned
in the heart of the segment most
eagerly awaited by enthusiasts. Its
qualities have kept it in the race;

this is not an outdated boat, its first
appearance was in 2009! 160
examples of the first generation
have been sold, as well as around
thirty Evolutions, and the order
book is full after the autumn boat
shows. These positive messages
sent out by the purchasers
demonstrate the relevance of the
efforts invested in this model.

THE LIPARI EVOLUTION

Built-in obsolescence, despite the
justified reservations that it gives
rise to, has never been as active as
regards consumer products!
Carried along by the wild competi-
tion from the innovations in the
digital bubble, our early perception
of the aging of an object has
become pathological. Boats are still
resisting this collective downward

Rediscovering
a classic
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In this new version, called
Evolution, the Lipari 41 confirms
its real vocation as a blue water

cruising boat.

LIPARI 41
EVOLUTION
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spiral a little, even though cer-
tain aspects, judged to be
secondary not so long ago, are
accelerating the changes in
marketing direction in an exag-
gerated way. This is the case
for the interior design, and
Fountaine Pajot wanted to
intervene preventively to re-
launch an excellent 41’. The
accessibility and the light have
therefore been revised, as char-
ter customers and newcomers
to multihulls refute the percep-
tion of ‘closed’ accommodation
and an environment which is
too ‘nautical. As the absence of
an entrance threshold has
become commonplace, they
had to go further: the Evolution
is therefore equipped with a sli-
ding glass double door. The 40
cm saved are not negligible.
The rectangular opening port-
lights seen on the Helia 44’ in
2012 have been used again,
and participate in this wish for
ventilation. As for the ergono-
mics, the wraparound cockpit
seat to starboard has disappea-
red, and has been replaced by a
more versatile sunbathing area;
exit the exterior, white-gelcoa-
ted wheel, which is now in
teak.  Inside, the change in

style is also noticeable: the
light oak Alpi facings and the
ivory headlinings are everyw-
here. These modern materials
are suitable for the marine
world and the indirect led 'cour-
tesy’ lighting shows them off
well. The principle of light strips
has also been chosen for the
saloon. The superb Corian work
surfaces (with drainage) in the
galley, the stainless steel
fridges with large capacity dra-
wers and a revised organisation
of the area complete a convin-
cing 2013 update.

CONSTRUCTION: 
CRAFTSMANSHIP
AND INDUSTRY

After the sail, I wanted to see
the creation of the Lipari on the
spot. The visit to the factory in
Aigrefeuille was interesting,
because I discovered the posi-
tion given to avant-garde tech-
niques for the production of
sensitive parts and this, in pre-
eminence over the traditional
methods of assembly. When I
visited, the craftsmen were
busy cleaning a deck which had
just come out of the mould, the
ideal moment to note that it

The deck plan has been designed for a shorthanded crew: everything
is led back to the steering position.

The double steering position seat is very nice, and conviviality with the
cockpit is guaranteed.

Easy to handle, the Lipari 41 swallows up the miles safely.

THE LIPARI STARTS SAILING WITH NO
QUESTIONS – WITH THE GENOA
TRIMMED WE GOT MOVING
SMOOTHLY AT 8.2 KNOTS! 

At anchor, you can take advantage of the space on this nice platform.
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We now find a very
comfortable sunbathing
area in the cockpit; the
new teak table gives a
luxurious feel to the
Lipari.

was immediately almost perfect. The
Lipari Evolution’s deck is manufactured
using an injection process; these large
parts are currently the biggest in the
world manufactured using RTM (Resin
Transfer Moulding). This process, which
came from the plastics industry, histori-
cally concerned small elements, but
advances in the field of composite air-
craft fuselages encouraged Fountaine
Pajot to take up the challenge. The in-
house lamination specialists collabora-
ted and became familiar with this cut-
ting-edge process. The press, capable of
exerting and sustaining several tens of
tonnes of pressure, is made up of two
half-shell-impressions reinforced by a
framework; the top and bottom of the
future deck. You can imagine the machi-
ning precision and the rigidity required
to avoid distortion! As for infusion, the
composite is pre-positioned in the
mould. The gelcoats, foams, inserts,
reinforcements and glass cloths are

positioned very neatly, then this huge
‘waffle iron’ is closed, put under pres-
sure and the injection is started. The
resin, pushed by a complex network of
drains is drawn under vacuum to the
exterior, to remove the excess and
obtain the ideal fibre/polymer ratio. The
whole of the injection operation, not
including the preparation, lasts for 6
hours! The hull is infused in a female
mould. These two processes allow the

dispersal of vola-
tile organic com-
pounds in the
environment to
be reduced consi-
derably, and have
a positive impact
on hygiene, safety
and control of
po lymer i za t ion
parameters. 
Before the deck is fitted, the tanks,
engines, batteries, main electrics and
plumbing are installed; then the bul-
kheads are fitted (plywood or balsa sand-
wich) and fillet-jointed. This technique of
‘welding’ the structures (the accommo-
dation modules are part of this at
Fountaine Pajot) is carried out by manual
lamination of bands of multidirectional
cloth, whose aim is to link all the ele-
ments closely to each other. It is very
interesting to check on the assembly
line the meticulous succession of
stages which are time-consuming, but
decisive for the life of the boat. The fit-
ting of the deck by bonding, bolting and
internal lamination finishes the compo-
site phase; a catamaran is born! 

DESIGNED AND BUILT IN FRANCE
(CHARENTE MARITIME)

The architects, Michel Joubert and
Bernard Nivelt, are amongst the
modern precursors of speed on the
water in multihulls. The CHARENTE
MARITIME I and II catamarans, which
were the talk of the sporting world in
the 80s, were designed by them!
Aboard we found a young dream team
which was not backward at coming for-

ward: Philippe Pallu de la Barrière,
Pierre Follenfant, Fred Charpail, Jean-
Baptiste Le Vaillant (all had a career in
top level sailing) and...Jean-François
Fountaine. Thirty years later, the duo
signed the plans of the Lipari (as well
as many others for Fountaine Pajot,
including the very famous Louisiane).
From an architectural point of view, this
catamaran is quite classic; there is
nothing excessive about it. The under-
water lines are of a well-balanced, roun-
ded U-shape. The hulls have a generous
volume, allowing good load carrying
capacity, but they are only 12 m long,
and the quality of the hydrodynamic
flow aft depends on the crew’s restraint
in this area. Fountaine Pajot is very fond
of its sacrificial stub keels; the top of
the keel fits into solid monolithic re-
entrant, inside which it is just bonded.
These anti-leeway surfaces are the best
supports for beaching or storage
ashore; they are intended to act as a
‘fuse’ in the case of heavy grounding or
a violent impact. The smooth passage
through the water is optimised by a
deflector ‘step’ (only on the inside of
the hulls) as well as the progressive
bridgedeck-hull junction. In the tunnel,
a central stiffener in the form of a false
bow attenuates the possible impact of
a wave.

WE CARRIED OUT A SERIES
OF TACKS AND GYBES, WHICH

SEEMED TO PLEASE THE 41...

The interior is bathed
in light. The light oak

Alpi facings and the
ivory headlinings are

everywhere: attractive,
and well-suited to the

marine world.
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Thanks to the eco-cruising concept, we now find a very
practical control module for the consumption/production
of energy at the chart table. 

The new areas, as well as the superb Corian work surfaces in the galley,
are successful on the Evolution version.

Model : Lagoon 400 S² Maine Cat 41 Catana 42’ Dazcat 12
Builder: LAGOON MAINE CAT CATANA MULTIMARINE
Windward sail area in m² 84 92 112 115
Weight in t: 10.3 6 8.9 5
Basic price in €, exc. VAT 259,000 339,000 372,000 NC

T H E  C O M P E T I TO R S

The stainless steel refrigerators with large capacity drawers
are appreciable when ocean cruising.

A FAST, VERSATILE, EASY TO SAIL
CATAMARAN

On arriving aboard, the port engine locker is the first essen-
tial point of contact; the main electrical functions are gathe-
red together here. The domestic battery bank is located on a
robust plywood shelf (a lower cavity houses the engine start
battery) through which the upper rudder shaft bearing
passes. Two waterproof lockers hide the 220V AC switches in
one, the main circuit breakers and 12V switches in the other
(the winch is separate, just next to them!). The solar panel
regulator and the charger-inverter are visible and accessible,
but not protected from possible splashes! Diesel and sea
water filters are sensibly arranged around the block; the large
volume of the locker makes servicing easier. The rudder qua-
drant and the linking rod are also accessible; their mechani-
cal assembly inspires confidence. The organization of this
area avoids dispersal and makes readability and maintenance
easier; there remains enough space for a watermaker or hea-
ting equipment. A curtain or some other removable anti-
splash system would usefully do away with the risks of cor-
rosion by sea water, if the hatch is not properly closed, or the
drain channel is blocked.
The 3-cylinder Volvos were quite discreet when running.
Manoeuvrability was excellent and the dissymmetrical stee-
ring position didn’t bother me. The visibility is excellent and
judging the manoeuvres is made easier by the Lipari’s com-
pact character. Power and torque are present, the standard
20 hp engines will no doubt be sufficient, but the difference
in price compared to the 30 hp versions (3,000 euros with
folding propellers) is small! The cubic capacity (800 cc for the
20 hp and 1100 cc for the 30 hp), the output and the longer
life expectancy, for an extra weight limited to 36 kg (the pair),
would favour the more powerful engine choice. The two
engines are equipped with modern alternators (35 A at 4
knots, 100 A at 8 knots!). The deck plan is simple, readable
and effective A main electric winch outside takes care of the
main halyard and reefing, the central one is dedicated to the
genoa sheets, and the inside one to the main traveller and
the mainsheet, rigged as a German Sheet (return via a block
on the boom at the level of the gooseneck). Perfect for the
singlehander, adequate for a duo, but no more, because the
space is limited! I would add a temporary jammer for the jib
sheets, to free up the winch. The roller reefing line is retur-
ned to the cockpit via an articulated block; it can therefore be
controlled using a winch, if necessary. The generously-
dimensioned Z-Spar mast is reassuring, and genuinely rustic.
The low friction sliders and the square-headed mainsail as
standard are the strong points in this department. With the
mainsail hoisted (be careful not to snag the head with the
topping lift!), the Lipari started sailing with no questions
asked; with the genoa trimmed, we got moving smoothly 
at 8.2 knots at 60° to the 16-knot apparent wind. The boat
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passed smoothly through
the chop; the autopilot kept
us on course with no pro-
blems. At the wheel, the
push-pull lines gave a good
feel, with a bit too much
reduction, but nothing to
worry about; the directional
action of the rudders was
effective. During the photo
session, we carried out a
series of tacks and gybes,
which seemed to please the
41. It passed through the eye
of the wind in a lively way,
with no need to free the
mainsheet, accelerated in
the same manner, and even
the genoa passed fluidly.
Handling of the traveller,
positioned on an aluminium
profile, was coherent and
easy. The navstation seat is
comfortable; the steering
position effective, with a sui-
table wheel diameter (it
could be one size bigger).
Half-laden (4 people aboard
+ full tank of fuel and half full
water tanks), the wakes
were clean and the boat slip-
ped along nicely. We could
easily imagine descending
the waves downwind with a
modern rolling code D-type
asymmetric spinnaker,
which would be a versatile
solution on this type of mul-
tihull. Personally, I found the

composite part of the for-
ward longitudinal spar a bit
heavy (and probably complex
to produce); a compression
tube (wound-fibre carbon?)
and a traditional bowsprit
would allow a few kilos to be
saved! The feeling of being
aboard a real cruising cat,
designed to sail on the high
seas in complete safety, is
dominant. The Lipari sails

well, remains easy
to handle and is an
invitation to go crui-
sing.

CONCLUSION

If we add to these
qualities the efforts
made concerning
the interior decora-
tion, the equipment,
the finishing, and

the price (basic and options),
we see that the Lipari is
asserting itself as an abso-
lute ‘must’ in the 40 – 42’
segment. The Eco-cruising
approach, rationalising water

collection, solar panel and
hydro-generator installation
and their control from the
chart table via an intuitive
interactive module, goes
beyond a simply trendy atti-
tude, it is commendable. The
Lipari seems to have all the
characteristics of a good,
reliable ‘companion’, which
will take you to the other
side of the world without
showing off;
why choose
bigger? 

THE LIPARI EVOLUTION BY ERWAN DE
VUILLEFROY (EUROPE-MEDITERRANEAN
SALES DIRECTOR)

This new LIPARI 41 Evolution was launched in
September 2013. It received a very good wel-
come at the Cannes Boat Show and the
Grand Pavois. This model has become a reference in terms of
comfort at sea and pleasure under sail, thanks to limited
weight, in accordance with the builder's leitmotiv.

It adapts to the various owners’ programmes (round the world
trip or coastal cruising), but also to charter use, where its cohe-
rence makes it popular. The Evolution version offers superior
finishing, with noble materials, trendy headlinings, a cosy,
modern atmosphere, and more practical equipment (double
fridge drawers, increased lighting, large glass door...). Around
thirty owners are already preparing some nice cruises in the
Mediterranean, Gabon, Finland and the West Indies, for a sab-
batical year...

The very nice owner’s hull: a lot
of liveable volume and intelligent
stowage spaces.

The Lipari is offered in versions with 4 double cabins and 2 bathrooms,
or 4 double cabins and 4 bathrooms, or in the Maestro version 

(1 private hull with bathroom + 2 cabins and 1 bathroom.

We find once again in the bathrooms
the modern practical style of this
likeable cat.

The technical area is well-designed.
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The choice of an overlapping genoa
is judicious on this model; the

increase in power is appreciable and
tacking remains easy with no mast-

foot winch for the sheets to catch
on.  The quality of the standard

Incidence sails is remarkable.

The deck plan grouped
around the navstation is effi-

cient, and easy to use; the
electric winch is essential for

taking advantage of this
concept.

The Z-Spars high modulus mast
will be particularly robust; the

mainsail’s square head and the
low friction sliders give a new

lease of life to this department.  

The steering position is good;
the wheel diameter is comfor-
table. The watchkeeper’s dou-
ble seat is nice, and has good

links with the cockpit. 

The design of the coachroof windshield, overhung by a coachroof lip
is an elegant solution for avoiding the greenhouse effect.

The Lipari sails well, its underwater lines are designed to
take a load, but the wetted surface area increases quickly
and the boat is only 41’ long; it must not be overloaded if

you want to enjoy its dynamic qualities.

This composite part is both the bowsprit and
the compression strut.

� Heavy composite forward longitudinal spar
� Engine anti-splash protection missing 
� Absence of temporary immobilization of
the genoa sheets. German Sheet on mainsail  

� Simple, effective, all-round catamaran 
� Nautical qualities
� Life aboard

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Architects: Michel Joubert and Bernard Nivelt
Builder: Fountaine Pajot
Construction material: glass/balsa/polyester sandwich, hull
infused, deck injected
Length: 11.95m
Beam: 6.73m
Draft: 1.15m
Unladen weight: 7.6t
Mainsail area: 56m²
Genoa area: 33.5m²
Standard engines: 2 x 20 hp saildrive transmission
Water: 2 x 265 l
Diesel: 300 l
Versions offered: (Quatuor) 4 double cabins + 2
bathrooms (4 doubles) 4 double berths plus 4 bathrooms
(Maestro) 1 private hull with bathroom + 2 cabins + 1
bathroom
Basic price: 251,000 euros exc.VAT for the private owner’s
version; 1,000 euros extra for the 2 other 4-cabin versions.
Main options, exc. VAT:
Solar panels: 2,872 euros
12V 60 l/h low consumption watermaker: 10,264 euros
Holding tank: 1,000 euros
500W hydro-generator: 7,746 euros
Wind generator: 2,800 euros
Eco-cruising controller: 2,013 euros
Saloon convertible into a berth: 1,113 euros
30 hp engines and three-bladed folding propellers: 4,900 euros
Hull and saloon heating: 9,900 euros
Electronics pack: 1,150 euros
Delivery: 6,650 euros
Three-bladed propellers for the 20 hp engines: 1,700 euros
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